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Important Terms & Conditions: Result
1.

It is required that all the candidates who have written the IQ TEST must have attempted the paper of the
current class i.e. Class as per Academic Session 2019 - 20.
If any student is found to be appeared exam of any other class, he/she will be disqualified.

2.

In case of Tie in score among any candidates in a particular class, the decision regarding top scorers will
be given considering the following in sequence of priority :
Ÿ Score in Section D
Ÿ Score in Section A : Logical Reasoning
Ÿ Age (Younger candidate will be given a preference)

3.

IQ Test marks will be shared with PARENTS through SMS on their Registered Mobile Number.

4.

Detailed result of Candidate can be checked from Candidate's IQ Test Report Card.

5.

Detailed Report Card of IQ Test shall be handed over to the candidate's PARENTS Only. No
relative/guardian or his/her representative will be given Report Card in any case.

6.

Candidates' Detailed IQ Test Report & Personalized Counselling for Developing & Enhancing the
Candidates' IQ shall be done as per as per mutual agreed appointment.

7.

As a policy, IQ Test question paper & evaluated paper of Candidates will not be shown to the parents.

8.

Kidzania trip will be offered to the TOP THREE SCORERS of each Class and is non-transferable.

9.

Final dates for Kidzania trip will be announced in a few days as per most appropriate/suitable dates. Once
announced no request for change in date shall be accepted.

10. The final judgement for result in IntelliBrain's IQ Test shall remain with the management team of Allen
Career Institute & the decision taken by them will be final and binding to all.
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